
Year 5 home learning grid Week commencing 7th June 2021 

- Below you will find a grid with online tasks and offline  tasks for you to complete. When you have completed an activity, colour it in on the grid and please upload a picture to Google Classroom if possible,   
- We recommend you complete 2-3 of these tasks per day. 

- Please leave the wellbeing/Inquiry tasks for Friday. 

Reading 
 

Writing Spelling Maths Wellbeing/Inquiry 

Online Task  Online Task Online Task Online Task Online Task 

Login to the Overport school library and 
pick a new chapter book. Read the 

ebook for half an hour. 
 

Overport Primary School access is at   
https://overportps.eplatform.co/    

 
Students sign in: (first and last name 

example Joshua.Smith)  
Password: Library 

 

Beat Miss Hull at a typing test. 
 

https://www.typingtest.com/test.html?mi
nutes=1&textfile=mediumText.txt&mode

=sent&result_url=/result.html&bt=0  
 

Complete this touch typing test on your 
device and try to get your best personal 

record. Miss Hull’s score is 51 words 
per minute. See if you can beat her with 

no errors!  
 

Upload a screenshot into Google 
Classroom. 

Login to www.literacyplanet.com and 
complete two of the spelling missions 

assigned to you. 

Login to 
https://www.essentialassessment.com.a
u/ and access my numeracy. Complete 

the skills that you got wrong in your most 
recent assessments. 

Complete a solar system fact hunt. 
On Google Classroom research and 

answer the following questions: 
 

*Which planet orbits closest to the sun? 
*Which planet has the highest maximum 

temperature? 
*How much bigger is Earth than Mars? 

*Which planets are made of gas? 
*Which planet has the most moons? 
*What is Earth’s atmosphere mostly 

made of? 
*Which planet has the shortest day? 

Offline task  Offline task  Offline task  Offline task  Offline task  

Complete half an hour of independent 
reading. If you could have dinner with 

one of the characters in your story, who 
would you choose and why? 

Create a poem or write your own song 
about your favourite planet in our solar 

system. 

 i as in ice-cream  
Put your word list onto a scale from 

easiest to spell – hardest to spell. Why 
did you order them that way? 

How many syllables do each of your 
words have?  

Brian is buying fruit for a picnic. He 
needs at least 100 pieces, but doesn’t 

want more than 110. The fruit shop sells 
fruit in bags. Apples come in bags of 10, 
oranges come in bags of 8, passionfruit 
come in bags of 12 and pears come in 

bags of 6. 
 

What combinations of fruit bags could 
Brian buy for the party. List some 

possibilities. 
 

Complete a random act of kindness for 
someone in your family. It could be 

taking the bins out, cleaning the house, 
cooking dinner or making them a thank 

you card. 

Online Task  Online Task  Online Task  Online Task  Online Task  

Complete half an hour of independent 
reading.  

 
On Google Classroom answer the 

question- if you were to make this book 
into a movie which parts would you 

take out? Would you change anything 
else? Why? 

Find a world leader whom you feel did a 
great job or a terrible job. Explain why 

you feel this way in an information 
report.  

 
Make sure you include a sizzling start, 

headings, subheadings, a diagram/ 
image of the leader you have chosen 
and a bibliography of where you got 

your information from.  
 

 i as in ice-cream  

On Google Classroom type out your 
spelling list 5 times using different fonts, 

colours and font sizes.  

Play three rounds of the hit the button 
game 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-
games/hit-the-button  

 
and record your fastest times and most 

improved scores. Make sure you are 
choosing a level that isn’t too easy. 

On Google Classroom, create a list of all 
of the positive attributes about yourself.  

 
Don’t just say ‘I’m hardworking’, explain 

why. 
 

List a minimum of 10 things. 

Offline task  Offline task  Offline task  Offline task  Offline task  

https://overportps.eplatform.co/
https://www.typingtest.com/test.html?minutes=1&textfile=mediumText.txt&mode=sent&result_url=/result.html&bt=0
https://www.typingtest.com/test.html?minutes=1&textfile=mediumText.txt&mode=sent&result_url=/result.html&bt=0
https://www.typingtest.com/test.html?minutes=1&textfile=mediumText.txt&mode=sent&result_url=/result.html&bt=0
http://www.literacyplanet.com/
https://www.essentialassessment.com.au/
https://www.essentialassessment.com.au/
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button


Complete half an hour of independent 
reading. Choose one scene in your 
story in which you think the main 

character should have done something 
differently. Explain. 

 
 

Describe your bedroom in detail using at 
least 15 adjectives. Underline the 

adjectives you use in your descriptions. 

i as in ice-cream 

Write & draw a comic conversation 
between two people using ten of your 

spelling words. 

Create a chart to show how much 
exercise you do in a week. Count the 

total minutes and create a graph to show 
your minutes each day. 

Create a thank-you card for someone 
you appreciate. Inside the card tell 

them why you appreciate them. 

Online Task  Online Task  Online Task  Online Task  Online Task  

Complete half an hour of independent 
reading. 

 
 Create a short timeline of the major 
events in this story. Imagine you are 

trying to persuade your teacher to read 
this book. 

 
Upload this timeline into Google 

Classroom 

Write a spooky space story that starts 
with a sizzling start, has tightening 

tension and a plot twist. 
 

Upload this story onto Google 
Classroom 

                 i as in ice-cream 

In Google classroom in a google doc, 
play spelling dollars to work out the 

value of each of your words.  2 syllables 
= $2 3 syllables = $3  

For example: Read is $3- r/ea/d 

Once you have worked out the total of 
each word, calculate the total of your 

entire word list.  

Alex is playing a game at a carnival. He 
must pick three numbers out of a bag. 
The numbers in the bag are 21, 8, 16, 

32, 65 and 14. 
 

He will win a prize if the three numbers 
add up to a number less than 50; if the 
three numbers add up to a multiple of 

five; or if the three numbers add up to a 
number greater than 80. 

 
List some winning combinations of 
numbers on Google Classroom.  

 
Then- write your own multi-step problem 

like this for your teacher to solve. 

Pick a planet in our solar system and 
create a google slides fact file on it.  

 
Find out- 

It’s distance from the sun 
How many moons/rings it has 

The size of the planet 
The atmosphere 

The length of the days/ years 
and some fun facts or interesting 

pieces of information. 
 

Upload your google slide onto Google 
classroom and make sure you include 

a bibliography. 
 

Offline task  Offline task  Offline task  Offline task  Offline task  

Complete half an hour of independent 
reading. 

 
Create a short timeline of the major 

events in this story.  

In your book, write a spooky space story 
that starts with a sizzling start, has 
tightening tension and a plot twist. 

 

i as in ice-cream 

Create an acrostic poem for 5 of your 
spelling words. See if you can sneak 
your other 5 spelling words into the 

acrostic poem somehow!  

Solve the following in your book showing 
all working out:  

 
12049 / 4     1946/ 3     94763/ 9 

4382658 /10  39576/ 5 4538383/6 
 

Then make up 5 of your own division 
problems to solve.  

Create a list of everything you know 
about the moon and write down 

whether or not you would like to be an 
astronaut and visit the moon one day.  

Extension tasks Extension tasks Extension tasks Extension tasks Extension tasks 

 
Find 4 different examples of metaphors 
and similes within your text. Write them 
down and discuss what each of them 

are implying.  
 

For example: He ran as fast as 
lightning. This means that he was 

running very quickly.  

 
Create a script for a fake news report 

about an alien invasion. You might like 
to actually dress up as a news reporter 
and film your news report. You can then 
upload this script and video onto Google 

Classroom.  

 
I as in ice cream  

 
Create a table showing all of the 

different spelling choices for the /i/ as in 
ice-cream sound. For each column/ 
spelling choice you should try and 

brainstorm 15 words which aren’t in 
your spelling list already.  

 
Solve the following in your workbook.  

 
A rectangle has an area of 120 cm2 . Its 
length and width are whole numbers. a. 

What are the possibilities for the two 
numbers? b. Which possibility gives the 

smallest perimeter? 
 

. The product of two whole numbers is 
96 and their sum is less than 30. What 

are the possibilities for the two 
numbers? 

  

N/A  



 
Expanding our vocabulary is very 

important to ensure we understand 
what we are reading.  

 
Find 8 words in your independent 

reading text which you are unsure of 
the meaning of. Look up the meaning 
in a dictionary and write it down. Also 

try to find 4 synonyms and 4 antonyms 
for each word.   

 
 

 
Have a read through your spooky space 
story and rewrite it from the perspective 
of one of the other characters such as 

the villain.  

 
I as in ice cream 

 
See if you can write a limerick using as 

many of your spelling words as 
possible. An example is:  

 
There once was a boy with a bike,  

He rode all day and all night,  
He’d peddle and peddle, 
His sister would meddle,  
Until he gave her a trike! 

 
Solve the following in your workbook. 

 
What is the greatest 3-digit number 
whose digits total 13? Justify your 

answer.  
 

 Sally and Jim each have a bag of hard 
candy. Sally said, "Jim, if you give me 5 
pieces of candy from your bag, I'll have 
as many pieces as you." Jim laughed 
and answered, "No, you give me 5 of 
yours and I'll have twice as many as 

you." How many pieces did they each 
have to begin with? 

 

N/A 

 


